IGETC REQUIREMENTS
(UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA & CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY)

Student’s Name: __________________________ ID#: @ __________________________ Date: ________________

Major: __________________________ Transfer To: __________________________ Counselor: ________________

Completion of all the requirements in the Intersegmental General Education Transfer Curriculum (IGETC) will permit a student to transfer from Cypress College to a campus in either the California State University or the University of California system without the need, after transfer, to take additional lower division general education courses to satisfy campus general education requirements. However, students approaching readiness for transfer who are unable to complete one or two IGETC courses that are not required for admission to the university may request to complete IGETC after transferring. A course or sequence of courses used to satisfy a requirement in one area may not be used to satisfy a requirement in another area. **Completion of IGETC is NOT an admission requirement to CSU or UC.** It is **NOT** advisable for students who are pursuing majors that require extensive lower division preparation, such as engineering, to follow IGETC. Confer with your counselor regarding these requirements. Students must apply for IGETC certification or the IGETC Certificate of Achievement in Admissions and Records. All courses must be completed with grades of “C” or better. Courses must be at least 3 semester or 4 quarter units in order to meet IGETC requirements. Courses must be on the college’s approved IGETC list at the time the course was completed.

(Check boxes accordingly)  
**LEGEND:** C=Completed  IP=In Progress  R=Remaining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AREA 1 – ENGLISH COMMUNICATION</th>
<th>AP CREDIT or OTHER COLLEGE COURSE(S)</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>IP</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1A</strong> Group A: English Composition, 1 course (3 semester units/4-5 quarter units)</td>
<td>ENGL 100C (100HC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1B</strong> Group B: Critical Thinking / English Composition, 1 course (3 semester units/4-5 quarter units)</td>
<td>ENGL 103C (103HC)(begin F18), 104C (104HC), 105C(begin F11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| PHIL 172C  
(Note: Confer with a counselor if ENGL 102, PHIL 170, or SPCH 135 were completed prior to F93). |  | | | |
| **1C** Group C: Oral Communication (CSU requirement only), 1 course (3 semester/4-5 quarter units) | COMM 100C (100HC) | | | |

| AREA 2 – MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS AND QUANTITATIVE REASONING | | |
| **2A** MATH 100C, 115C, 120C, 130C, 141C, 150AC, 150BC, 250AC, 250BC  
\[1\text{ course (3 semester units/4-5 quarter units)}\] | | |
| **2B** PSY 161C (161HC)  
SOC 161C (161HC) | | | |

| AREA 3 – ARTS & HUMANITIES | | |
| **3A** Group A: ARTS  
ART 100C, 110C, 111C, 122C, 171C, 172C, 216C  
DANC 101C, 120C  
ENGL 125C (125HC)  
MAD 196C(begin F15)  
MUS 103C(end F17), 113C, 116C, 117C, 118C, 119C(begin F01), 120C  
PHOT 204C(begin F18)  
THEA 100C, 102C(F15-F10;begin F13), 107C=end F13 | | |
| **3B** Group B: HUMANITIES  
ANTH 105C(begin F18),107C | | |
| **FREN** 203C (LOTI), 204C (LOTI) | | |
| **HIST** 110C\((110HC)\), 111C\((111HC)\), 112C\((112HC)\) , (begin S04), 113C\((113HC)\), 160C, 161C, 163C, 165C, 170C\((170HC)\) , (begin F17), 171C\((171HC)\) , (begin F17), 270C\((270HC)\) , (begin F17)  
275C=(begin S05)  
INDS 100C, 101C | | |
| **JAPN** 203C (LOTI), 204C (LOTI) | | |
| **PHIL** 100C\((100HC)\), 101C,110C, 120C, 135C, 160C, 201C(begin S05), 202C,230C,240C(begin S06)\(\text{formerly 225C}\) | | |
| **SPAN** 202C (LOTI), 203C (LOTI), 204C (LOTI) | | |

| AREA 4 – SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES | | |
| **4A** AJ 110C (begin F18), 120C (begin F18)  
ANTH 102C\((102HC)\), 103C\(\text{formerly 203C}\),104C,105C,106C,107C,121C,208C (begin F17)  
211C (begin F17), 225C | | |
| **ECON** 100C (100HC), 105C\((105HC)\), 110C, 120C\(\text{begin F16}\), 260C | | |
| **ETHS** 101C\(\text{formerly 100C}\), 101HC\(\text{formerly 100HC}\), 129C, 130C, 131C  
150C\(\text{formerly 140C}\), 151C\(\text{formerly 141C}\), 152C, 153C, 160C, 170C, 171C  
235C\(\text{begin F16}\) | | |
| **GEOG** 100C\((100HC)\), 130C, 140C\(\text{end SU14}\), 160C, 260C | | |
| **HIST** 110C\((110HC)\), 111C\((111HC)\), 112C\((112HC)\) , (begin S04), 113C\((113HC)\), 135C\(\text{begin S04}\)  
142C\(\text{end SU13}\), 143C, 151C, 152C, 160C, 161C, 163C, 165C, 170C\((170HC)\)  
171C\((171HC)\) , (begin F03),190C\(\text{formerly 162AC}\), 191C\(\text{formerly 162BC}\)  
270C\(\text{begin S04}\),275C\(\text{begin S05}\) | | |
| **HUSR** 250C\(\text{begin S06}\)  
255C\(\text{begin S06}\)  
292C\(\text{begin S06}\) | | |
| **KIN** 248C (begin F18), 249C (begin F17), 280C (begin F17),281C (begin F17), 283C (begin F17), 285C (begin F17) | | |
| **POSC** 100C\((100HC)\), 101C, 120C, 130C, 200C, 209C\(\text{begin F17}\), 210C, 215C, 216C, 230C | | |
| **PSY** 101C\((101HC)\), 120C, 131C\(\text{formerly 237C}\),139C, 145C\(\text{begin S06}\)  
202C, 221C\(\text{begin S06}\), 222C, 251C,255C\(\text{begin S06}\) | | |
| **SOC** 101C\((101HC)\)  
I02C, 120C\(\text{begin F18}\), 225C, 235C\(\text{begin S06}\), 250C\(\text{begin S05}\)  
275C\(\text{begin S05}\), 277C, 292C\(\text{begin S06}\) | | |
### AREA 5 – PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

**REQUIREMENT:** At least 2 courses, one from Group A and one from Group B; at least one course must include a laboratory (7-9 semester/9-12 quarter units). Group C is a new area that includes science labs that combine lecture and lab or lab only courses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>IP</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### 5A GROUP A: PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Physical Sciences w/ lab:

- ASTR 116C/117C/117HC/117HC++
- CHEM 100C\(\)begin F02\,101C\(\)begin F03\,107C++, 111AC, 111BC, 201C\(\)begin F14
- GEOG 102C/102LC
- GEOL 100C++/101C++/100HC/101C++, 100C++/115C/100HC/115C, 103C, 130C/131C
- PHYS 130C++, 201C, 202C, 201C, 211C, 221C, 222C, 223C

Physical Sciences w/o lab:

- ASTR 116C++ (116HC+)
- CHEM 103C
- GEOG 102C, 140C\(\)begin F13
- GEOL 100C+++ (100HC+++), 120C, 125C, 130C, 190C++

#### 5B GROUP B: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Biological Sciences w/ lab:

- ANTH 101C++ (101HC++), 101LC, 210C\(\)begin F16
- CHEM 100C\(\)begin F02, 101C\(\)begin F03, 107C++, 111AC, 111BC, 201C\(\)begin F14
- GEOG 102C
- GEOL 101C, 103C, 115C, 131C
- PHYS 130C++, 201C, 202C, 201C, 211C, 221C, 222C, 223C

Biological Sciences w/o lab:

- ANTH 101C++ (101HC++)
- BIOL 102C, 103C, 111C, 113C, 277C\(\)begin F15, 278C\(\)begin F15
- PSY 221C\(\)begin F16

#### 5C GROUP C: PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE LABORATORIES

**All science labs that combine lecture and lab or lab only courses:**

- ANTH 101LC
- ASTR 117C++ (117HC++)
- CHEM 100C\(\)begin F02, 101C\(\)begin F03, 107C++, 111AC, 111BC, 201C\(\)begin F14
- GEOG 102C
- GEOL 101C, 103C, 115C, 131C
- PHYS 130C++, 201C, 202C, 201C, 211C, 221C, 222C, 223C

### AREA 6A – LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH (LOTE): UC requirement only

**REQUIREMENT:** Complete one of the following:

1. **Complete 2 years of high school course work in a language other than English (in the same language) with a grade of “C” or better.**
2. **Complete course 102C− (102HC−) or higher level in a foreign language at Cypress College or equivalent courses at another college or university.**
3. **Completion with “C” or better of 2 years of formal schooling at the 6th grade level or higher at an institution where the language of instruction is not English. Students unable to provide documentation need to have passed one of the exams listed below or take the appropriate course(s).**
4. **Earn a score of 3 or higher on the SAT II Subject Test in languages other than English. See a counselor for score requirements.**
5. **Earn a score of 5 or higher on the International Baccalaureate Higher Level Exam in a language other than English.**
6. **Satisfactory completion of an achievement test administered by a community college, university, or college in a language other than English. This test will have to assess the student’s proficiency at the level equivalent to two years of high school language.**
7. **Earn an A, B, or C on Language Other than English “O” level exam.**
8. **Earn a score of 5, 6, or 7 on Language Other than English International “A” Level Exam.**
9. **Earn a “C” or better in a Defense Language Institute course.**

**Cypress College courses that meet the proficiency level:**

- CHIN 102C
- FREN 102C, 203C, 204C
- JAPN 102C, 203C\(\)begin F05, 204C\(\)begin F05
- PORT 102C\(\)begin S06
- SPAN 102C\(\) (102HC−), 201C, 202C, 203C, 204C

**Note:** A higher-level language course can be used to meet language proficiency. Examples: FREN 203C or SPAN 202C. Students completing such courses will satisfy both the 3B Area and validate the proficiency level requirement. These courses are identified in the 3B area as [LOTE].

### CSU GRADUATION REQUIREMENT IN U.S. HISTORY, CONSTITUTION, AND AMERICAN IDEALS

*(Not part of IGETC, may be completed prior to transfer.)* (6 semester units, one course from Group A and one course from Group B)

- **Group A (US-2)** U.S. Constitution & Government:
  - POSC 100C++ (100HC++), 101C
- **Group B (US-1)** U.S. History:
  - ETHS 101C\(\)begin F04\(\) (formerly 100C\(\) (101HC−))\(\) (formerly 100HC), 130C, 131C, 152C\(\) (begin F16), 160C
  - HIST 170C− (170HC−), 171C− (171HC−), 190C\(\) (formerly 162AC), 191C\(\) (formerly 162BC)

**Note:** Double Counting is allowed for this requirement with only 1 O.E. category. The CSU US History, Constitution, and American Ideals (AI) graduation requirement is not part of IGETC. These courses may also be used to satisfy the UC American History & Institution requirement if not completed in high school. Since requirements vary, it is advisable to check the catalog of the UC campus to which the student intends to transfer.

### LEGEND

- **Check with counselor for credit limitations for applicable courses in these departments:** BIOL, CHEM, DANCE, ECON, GEOG, MATH, PHOT, PHYS, PSYCH, SOC and THEA. Specific credit limitation information is available at [www.assist.org](http://www.assist.org).
- **Note:** Certain majors require specific Mathematics course(s). See a Counselor for details.
- **Course may be used to satisfy requirements for one area only.**
- **Duplicate credit not granted for the same cross-listed courses nor for non-honors and honors classes.**
- **See CSU graduation requirement in U.S. History, Constitution, and American Ideals.**

**NOTE:** Underlining indicates a course is no longer offered at Cypress College. The notations reflected after classes represent either the time a class was approved or ended.